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The parallel sum of two positive operators on a Hilbert space H is defined by the 
formula: A : B = lim r10 a( A + E + el)-‘B. If the operator (A + B) is invertible 
then this reduces to A : B = A(A + B)-‘B. The obvious generalization to non- 
invertible A + B is A( A + B)+B, where (A + B)+ denotes the (possibly un- 
bounded) Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of (A + B). This, however, does not work. 
In fact, from an abstract point of view, the operation (A, B) * A : B is not purely 
algebraic. Nevertheless, we show that the parallel sum of A and B can be written as 
where A- denotes an extension of A to the Hilbert space constructed by complet- 
ing the inner product space H/ker(A + B) with the inner product (x, Y)“+~ = 
((A + B)x, y). Both sides of the above equation vanish on ker(A + B). The above 
results depend on the infinite network interpretations of the shorted operator (or 
generalized Schur complement) due to C. A. Butler and the author. 0 1989 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION: PARALLEL SUMS AND SHORTED OPERATORS 
A while back, W. N. Anderson asked me “where does the current go?” 
What he was referring to was the following: If resistors A and B are 
hooked up in parallel as in Fig. 1 and a current source of c is connected, 




If x and y are the currents, then the voltage drop across A and B is 
u = Ax = By. 
If the resistors are n-ports so that A and B become n by n positive 
semidefinite operators, then the above still makes sense, for we can rewrite 
x = (A + B)-‘AC, y = (A + B)-‘Bc 
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FIG. 1. The parallel connection of resistors. 
as 
(A + B)x =Ac and (A + B)y = Bc, 
and their equations are always solvable, for if A and B are n by n positive 
semidefinite matrices, the range of A is contained in the range of (A + B). 
It can be shown that the voltage drop across A and B is u = Ax = By = 
A(A + B)tBc, where (A + B)f denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse 
of (A + B), see [2]. 
In the infinite dimensional case, however, if A and B are positive 
operators, then it is not always the case that one can solve the equations: 
(A + B)x = AC, (A + B)y = Bc 
for the “currents” x and y. In this paper we show that we can find vectors 
x and y that solve the above equations, if we extend the operators A and B 
to a larger Hilbert space. We note that if A and B are positive operators on 
a Hilbert space, then it is true that the closure of the range of A is 
contained in the range of (A + B) and thus we can approximately solve the 
above equations; but the examples given in the Appendix shows that a 
sequence of approximate solutions, 
(A + B)x, = A,, (A + B)y, = Bc, 
need not give the correct answer to the network problem. 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space with inner product ( , ). For conve- 
nience, we shall assume throughout that H is separable. A bounded linear 
operator A is term positive if (Ax, x) 2 0 for all x E H. The cone of 
positive operators induces a partial order. We thus write A 2 B to mean 
that A - B is positive. Thus A 2 B if and only if (Ax, x) 2 (Bx, x) for all 
x E H. The null space and range of A are denoted ker(A) and range(A), 
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respectively. By the Fredholm alternative we have ker( A) ’ = range(A) . If 
A and B are two positive operators on H then we define the parallel sum of 
A and B, denoted A : B by 
A : B = % A(A + B + ~l)-lB. (14 
= !;((A + eI)-’ + (A + ~I)-l)-l. 04 
The parallel sum derives its names from electrical network theory, where it 
represents the joint impedance of two resistive n-ports connected in paral- 
lel, see [2]. The parallel sum (and its related construction the shorted 
operator, see below) has proved to be a useful operation in a wide variety of 
fields, for instance, electrical networks [2, 4, 10, 111, statistics [3, 8, 191, 
control theory [8, 161, and Hilbert space theory [5, 6, 15, 17, 181. We now 
summarize some of the important properties of the parallel sum. The proof 
of the following may be found in Anderson and Trapp [5]. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A and B be a positive operator on a Hilbert space 
H. Then the parallel sum A : B dejined by limeL,,A(A + B + &I)-‘B exists 
as a strong operator limit and satisfies the following: 
(a) A : B is a bounded positive operator; 
(b) A:B=B:A; 
(c) if C is also a positive operator, then A : (B : C) = (A : B) : C; 
(4 ((A : WC, c> = infx+,=.(& x> + (BY, Y). 
The parallel sum was first studied for finite dimensional operators by 
Anderson and Dufhn [2]. Anderson and Duffin used the definition 
A : B = A(A + B)+B, (1.3) 
where (A + B)+ denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of (A + B) 
which is defined as: 
c+c = the unique x E ker( C) with Cx = d if d E range(C) 
0 if d E ker(C). 
By extending linearly, the operator Ct is defined on ker(C) ’ \s( I) 8 
ker(C). Since ker(C) ’ = range(C) , the operator Ct is bounded if and 
only if range(C) is closed. 
Even in finite dimensions the analogue of (1.2), namely (A+ + B+)+ does 
not equal the parallel sum. In infinite dimensions (1.3) does not equal (1.1). 
This is easy to see, for (1.3) need not define a bounded operator. The closest 
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thing to an algebraic formula for A : B in infinite dimensions is due to 
Fillmore and Williams [14]: 
A : B = ((A + B) 1Q/2) * (( A + q’/2tg1/*). 
This formula is not, however, purely C*-algebraic, since (A + B)l12? is 
not necessarily bounded. In fact no C*-algebraically invariant definition of 
the parallel sum is possible, see [17]. 
We also need to consider the shorted operator or generalized Schur 
complement of Krein [18]. The following treatment follows Anderson and 
Trapp [5]. Let C be a positive operator on H @ K, where H and K are two 
complex Hilbert spaces. C may be written as 
Cl1 Cl2 c= c 
[ I 21 c22 ) 
where C,,: H + H, C,,: K --) H, etc. The following proposition is due to 
Krein: 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let C, as above be a positive operator on H @ K, then 
there is a unique positive operator, denoted S(C) such that: 
Here the supremum is taken with respect to the partial order induced by the 
quadratic forms; i.e., C 2 D means that (Cz, z) 2 (Dz, z) for all z E 
H @ K. 
The operator S(C) is called the shorted operator of C. This name derives 
from its interpretation in terms of electrical networks, where it represents 
the joint impedance of a resistive n-port, some of whose ports have been 
short circuited, see [2, 51. (Krein introduced the shorted operator to study 
extensions of semi-bounded operators, [18].) It can be shown (see [5]) that 
S(C) is related to the classical Schur complement via a limit: 
s(c) = p&c,, - c,,(c,, + eI)-‘C2,. 
The following shows how the shorted operator in infinite dimensions 
approximately solves the equations that the Schur complement does in 
finite dimensions: 
PROPOSITION 1.3 (Butler and Morley [9]). L-et C, as above, be a positive 
operator on H 8 K. Then given any d E H, there is a positive real number M, 
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an e E H and a net {w,,} such that 
lim C,,d + C,,w,, = e 
n 
lim C,,d + C,,w,, = 0 
n 
Moreover, if e’, M’, and { w,,* } also satisfy the above, then e = e’ = S(C)d. 
The above proposition was originally proved by the authors of [9] in 
order to understand in what sense if any Kirchhoffs and Ohm’s laws are 
solvable for infinite networks. The proposition basically says that Kirchhoff s 
and Ohm’s law may be approximately satisfied, and there is uniqueness of 
the joint impedance if a finite energy constraint is added. For details on this 
interpretation we refer the reader to [19]. 
The shorted operator is related to the parallel sum: 
PROPOSITION 1.4 (Anderson and Trapp [S]). Let A and B be positive 
operators on H. Then the operator 
AA+B I 
is positive and the shorted operator of C, S(C) is the parallel sum A : B of A 
and B. 
By putting together Propositions 1.3 and 1.4 we obtain the following 
result. (This result was certainly known to the authors of [9], but was not 
explicitly stated in [9].) 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let A and B be positive operators on a Hilbert space H. 
Given any c E H, there exists a positive real number M, a d E H, and a 
sequence { x, } such that 
limAc + Ax, = d 
n 
1imAc + (A + B)x, = 0 
n 
((A + B)x,, x”) I M. 
Moreover, ifM’, {XL}, andd’ alsosatisfy the above, then d = d’ = (A : B)c. 
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2. EXTENSIONS OF POSITIVE OPERATORS 
Let C be a positive operator on H. We will assume, at least temporarily, 
that C is one to one, i.e., ker(C) = (0). Define the inner product ( , )= by 
(x2 Y)c = wx7 Y). 
This induces a norm which we write as (1 llc. Of course llxllo = IJC’/2x(l, 
where C1i2 is the unique positive square root of C. Let H, denote the 
completion of H with respect o this inner product. Thus H, consists of all 
equivalence classes of sequences in H which are Ho-Cauchy. It is easy to 
see that a sequence { xn> is H,-Cauchy if and only if { Ci/*x,,} is 
H-Cauchy. Moreover, { x, } and { y, } represent he same H, element if and 
only if 
lim C112( x, - y,) 
n 
is equal to zero. 
If A is a positive operator such that A I C then given any Ho-Cauchy 
net x = {x”} we have 
But since limnllxnllc = IIxllo, the net { A’/2x,)} is H-Cauchy: 
Ip2(xn - XJ II 2 IIc1’2bn - xm> II =IKX” - %J IIC. 
Therefore, the limit in H: lim, Ai? exists. Moreover, if {x,} and ( y”} 
represent the same H, element, then since lim”C’/2(x,, -y,) = 0, We 
have (from A I C) that lim, Al/*x,, = lim, A’/‘y,,. These observations 
allow us to extend the operator A to an operator A- on Ho by the formula 
A - x = A112 lh A’/zX n, n 
where x denotes the equivalence class of the Ho-Cauchy sequence { xJ}. 
The extension, A- of course depends on the operator C, but the specific C 
can always be derived from context. Note that A- : H, + Ho, but that 
actually, range(A ‘) is contained in H (considered as a subspace of Ho). 
We summarize the above in: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A and C be positive operators with A I C, and assume 
that C is one to one (ker(C) = (0)). Then there is a unique bounded extension 
A- of A to Ho. 
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Proof. One we show boundedness of A - we will be done. So, let 
x = { x, } be an Ho-Cauchy sequence. By the argument above, e = 
lim, A( $)x, exists. Now consider: 




s lIC1/*ll ~‘~*11 II4 
= llC’/*ll (~A’~*~~lirn~[A’~*x,~~ 
n 
= ((P*l( I(A’/*l(lim (Ax,, xn) 
” 
5 I(C1/*l) JIA’/*IIliy (Cx,, xn)) 
5 llC’/*ll IIA’/*~~lirn (Cl/*x,, Cl/*x,) 
n 
= IIc”*II 11~1’211 IIXIIC~ 
And we are done. 13 
Let x E H, then considering H as a subset of H,, we have (A - x, x)c = 
(CA -x, x). Thus it is not the case (unless C and A commute) that A - is a 
positive operator on H,. In fact, A- is positive if and only if it is 
self-adjoint. 
The following theorem of the main lemma in our construction of the 
parallel sum: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A and C be positive operators with A I C and 
ker(C) = (0). Let A- and C- be the extensions constructed above. Then 
range( A -) is contained in range(C -). 
Proof: We first show that the equation Cx = AC is solvable for an 
Hc-Cauchy sequence x, whenever d E H. Let B = C - A, then applying 
Proposition 1.5 we have the existence of a sequence {x”} such that 
litnAc+Ax,=(A:B)c (2.1) n 
limAc+(A+B)x,=O W) n 
((A + B)x,, x,,) I M. (2.3) 
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From (3) we may replace {x,} be a subsequence such that 
(A + lly2xn 
converges weakly to some element e E H. Once we do this the sequence 
{xn} will be Hc-Cauchy. By the Hahn-Banach theorem, we may now 
construct a sequence { wk}zBr with wk in the convex hull of { ~~}im_~ such 
that the sequence {w,,} also satisfies (2.1) (2.2) and (2.3) and such that 
(A + B)~( converges to e in norm. Thus the sequence { wn} is Hc-Cauchy. 
Now (2) shows that equation Cx = Ad is solvable. We now know that the 
equation: 
c-x=(A+B)-x=Ad 
is solvable for an x E H, whenever d E H. We now will extend this to the 
solvability of: 
C-x=(A+B)-x=A-d 
whenever d = {d,} is an Hc-Cauchy sequence. By the above result, we 
can find for each m, an H,-Cauchy sequence x = { x,, n } such that: 
lim(A + B)x,,, = Ad,. 
n (2.4) 
By replacing each sequence {x,, ,,}T=r by a subsequence, we may assume 
that 
ll(A + en,n - Ad,,,11 I ll(A + I+,,, - Ad,,,11 2 l/n (2.5) 
whenever n 2 m. Let us now compute 
ll( A + B)1’2(xi,l - xj, j) 11 
I lI(A + B)“2(Xi,i - xj,i) (I + ll(A + B)l’Z(Xj,i - xj, j> I/ 
< II( A + B)""(Xi,i) - A”*di(I + (((A + B)l”Xj,i - A”2diII 
+ lItA + B)1’2(Xj,i - xj,j) )I 
I )I( A + B)l’*Xi, i - A”*di 11 
+ ll( A + B)"'x~, i - A1’2dj II + II A”*di - A”‘dj I( 
+ II(A + B)“*(xj,i - xj,j) (1. 
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As i and j go to infinity (assuming without loss of generality that j > i), 
all of the terms in the above expression go to zero: 
(a) ]](A + B)‘?q, i - A’/2di]] by (2.5) 
(b) ]](A + B)“2(xj,i) - A”2dj]] by (2.4) 
(c) llA’/2di - A’/2djll by the convergence of { A112di} 
(d) ]](A + B)‘12(xj, i - xi, j)]l by the fact that { xj, i}T=a=l is Hc-Cauchy. 
We conclude, therefore, that the sequence y = { y,} = (xn, n} is Ho- 
Cauchy. It is now easy to check that C - y = (A + B) - y = A - d and the 
proof is complete. 0 
The latter half of the above proof is somewhat subtle, as the operator C - 
does not have closed range. For an example, take H = L2([0, 11, dx) and let 
C be multiplication by x. It is not hard to see that H, can be identified 
with L2([0, 11, tip), where dp = xdx. We now show that f(x) = xe314 is in 
the closure of the range of C - but not in the range of C -. (This example 
was pointed out to me by W. L. Green.) 
Claim 1. f(x) = x- 3’4 E L2([0, 11, x dx). Just compute: /t,i(x-3/4)2x dx 
= j;x-1’2dx < co. 




x-7/4 9 (l/n) I x I 1 
Then it is easy to see that Cy,(x) tends to f(x) pointwise; but we still must 
check the convergence in L2([0, 11, x dx): 
J,‘(+) - f(x))2xdx = lb/n(x-3/4)2xdx = &1”x-1/2dx = $. 
Cl&m 3. f(x) 4 range(C); for if it is, then it is easy to see that Cy = f, 
where y(x) = x -7/4, but computing, we see that xP714 is not in 
MO, 11, x dx): 
J 
01(x-“)2xdx = j1x-‘o/4dx = + 00. 
0 
We note that all of the results of this section can be extended to the case 
where c is not one-to-one by identifying ker(C) 1 with H/ker( C) and 
defining H, for general positive C to be (ker(C) ‘)o Q ker(C). To extend 
an operator A I C to H,, you then first extend the restriction of A to 
ker( C) ’ to (ker(C) “)c and then extend to H, linearly by defining 
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A - x = 0 if x E ker(C). With these changes, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 remain 
true for general positive C. 
3. PARALLEL SUMS BY EXTENSIONS 
We have only one more result to prove: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A and B be positive operator on a (separable) Hilbert 
spaceH, andletA-, B-, and (A + B) - be their extensions to the Hilbert 
space HA + B. Then for every c E H, we have 
(A:B)c=A--A-(A+B)--‘A-~ 
= A-(A + B)--‘B-c 
=“A- : B- ))c. 
(The term A- : B - is in quotes since strictly speaking, the parallel sum has 
not been dejined for non selfadjoint operators.) 
Proof. From Theorem 2.2 we have the containment of the range of A- 
in the range of (A + B) - . Therefore, given any c E H, we may solve the 
equation 
(A + B)-y = AC 
for some y E HA+B = Cauchy sequence y = { y, }. This means that 
{(A + B)‘/*y,} is H-Cauchy, and that Al/* lim, A’/*y, = AC. Setting x, = 
-y,, we have 
lim AC + (A + B)x, = 0 
L + B) x,, x,) I M. 
Moreover, from that fact that x, is H&auchy, it follows that {Al/*x,} is 
H-Cauchy, and thus lim, Al/*x, exists. Thus lim, AC + Ax, = d exists. By 
setting d = AC - lim, AC + Ax, = d. We have 
lim AC + Ax, = d. 
” 
The result now follows from Proposition 1.5. 0 
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APPENDIX 
Let A,= ’ l/k [ 1 l/k l/k* and B, = i i . And set A and B to be the [ 1 
block diagonal operators: 
A = diag( A,, A,, A,, . . . ), B= diag(B,,B,, B3 ,... ). 
Let c = 0, where we consider 0 as being partioned in accordance with A 
and B. Let xk be the vector & yi ; then we may compute: [ 1 
Letting x, = (0, O,O, . . . ,O, x,, O,O, 0,O. . . ) we therefore have 
lim (A + B)x, = 0. 
n+ca 
Therefore, 
lim (A + B)x, = A0 and lim (A + B) - x, = BO, 
n+cc n-+oo 
but lim,,, Ax, does not exist. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A = ii i , where (Y = (44’,4-*, 4-3,. . .) and p = 
diag(8-‘, 88*, 8-3 
[ 1 
, . . .). It is not hard to show (see [9]) that A is positive. 
Let B = -iT ia . [ 1 Let x, be the vector all of whose coordinates are zero 
except for the (n + 1)th which is 4”, i.e., x, = (O,O, 0,. . . ,4”, O,O, 0.. .)=. 
We now compute Ax, = (l,O,O,. . . ,O, 1/2”,0,0,0.. .)= and Bx, = 
(-l,O,O,... ,O, l/2”, O,O, 0.. . )=. Therefore lim,( A + B)x, = 0 = A0 = 
BO, but lim, Ax, Z lim, Bx,. 
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